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MONSTERS VS. MECHA 
Andrew Shields. 8.29.13 

 

Giant monsters are attacking. Humanity’s only defense is enormous robots crewed by a pair of pilots who 

can share a psychic link with each other and with their mech. Skyscraper-tall robots are called “giants” 

and huge alien beasts are called “monsters.” They fight. 

 

There is no reason you could not use this set of rules to make monsters fight each other, or giants, or have 

a big free-for all. Have fun with it. 

 

What you need to play. Some scratch paper and a handful of six sided dice (d6). 

 

HOW THE DICE WORK 

 

 An acting character may roll one or more d6. A roll of 5 or 6 is a success. 

 Players can turn convert successes to dice or dice to successes at the rate of 1 automatic success for 

3d, or 3d for 1 automatic success, before rolling. 

 

GIANTS 
 

Frame Bonus. Each generation of the suit provides 1 automatic success a round, until the giant starts 

taking damage. Partials are dice for successes. A giant can have up to 1 feature per starting frame bonus. 

Recommended maximum is Generation 6, but players can work that out for themselves. 

 

Extreme Measures. Pilots can take 1 damage to the giant’s frame to gain 3 automatic successes by 

venting, overstressing, burning out, sacrificing, or otherwise abusing the giant.  

 

Speed. Moving 1 arena costs 1 success. Move up to 1 arena per 2 full generations without needing special 

features. 

 

Features 

 

 Armor. Ignore 2 damage from each attack. 

 Beam Cannon. Costs 3 successes to activate. Automatically gain current frame rating successes to 

hit, aim can be improved with more successes. Do 3 damage to target per frame rating. Giant takes 1 

point of damage to the frame, or burns out the beam cannon, pilot choice. The beam does -2 damage 

per arena beyond the one where the Giant stands. Successes can be spent to boost damage. Able to 

fire every other round. 

o Rapid Charge. Beam cannon can fire every round. 

 Fast. Spend an additional success to move an additional arena.  

 Melee Weapon. Costs 2 successes to deploy, then replaces hand to hand attack at no further cost. 

Damage is [2 automatic +1d] per frame rating, or 6d per frame rating, pilot can choose to convert 

some or all frame rating from automatic to dice. 

 Missile Attack. Costs 3 successes to activate. Roll 1d per Frame rating, every success is 3 successes 

to hit the target. Base damage is [frame rating x2]. Successes can be used to boost to-hit and damage. 

If used in grappling range, 1/3 the damage is also inflicted on the giant. Range is 1d6+frame bonus 

arenas. Giants have 1 missile attack per generation rating. 
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 Plasma Shocker. Costs 2 successes to activate. If it hits, disable a feature automatically instead of 

doing damage.  

 Reflexes. +1 initiative. Reduce penalty from arena type by 1. Wading and Cluttered count as Open, 

Submerged counts as Wading, Hemmed In counts as Cluttered. 

 Reinforced. A feature is disabled with 4 damage, not 2. 

 Strike Thursters. Costs 2 successes. Add 1 automatic damage success for the attack per Generation 

rating, then burn out until reset. 

 

Pilots 

 

Pilots start with 1d if they are Zone compatible. (The Zone is a way of reaching a zen-like detachment and 

reflexively sharing thoughts and actions with another pilot to direct a giant.) Both pilots add the successes 

they roll to the successes generated by their giant. 

 

Pilot Advancement 

 Training for 6 months improves a pilot by +1d, up to +2d improvement in a lifetime. 

 Pilots gain +1d for every real battle they survive, maximum +9. 

 

Danger to Pilots 

 Jarring. If a pilot rolls all 1s, the pilot is -1d to further rolls for the battle (until resting and getting a 

full night’s sleep.) 

 Shattered Zone. If both pilots roll a 1 and no successes, then they are knocked out of the Zone. They 

must wait 1d6 rounds, then they can try to re-establish the Zone. Between the two pilots, they must 

get 1 success per giant generation in a single round to reactivate the Zone. In the meantime, the giant 

is inactive. 

 Torn From the Giant. If a giant loses 2 frame in 1 round, there is a 1 in 6 chance of losing a pilot. 

 Fighting Alone. A single pilot subtracts 1 success per generation of the giant for the rest of the fight. 

o The pilot can ignore the penalty 1 round by burning 1d, losing it for the rest of the fight, or 

losing 3d permanently to ignore the penalty for the rest of the battle. 

 Defeat. If the suit goes down, the pilots each have a 4 in 6 chance of surviving, -1 for each surviving 

monster, -1 or -2 for terrain types. 

 

MONSTERS 
 

Frame Bonus. Each Category of monster provides 1 automatic success a round. Partials are dice for 

successes. A monster can have up to 1 feature per Frame bonus. Recommended maximum is Category 6, 

but players can work that out for themselves. 

 

 Acid Spew. Costs 3 successes to activate. Roll 1d per frame rating. On a successful hit, the giant must 

break the frame rating into 3d each and roll them. Any die that is not a success is destroyed. The giant 

pilot can substitute features for frame points, 1 for 1. Use once per battle. 

 Armor. Ignore 2 damage from each attack. 

 Claws and Jaws. Add 2 automatic successes to melee combat each time this feature is taken. 

 EMP. Costs 6 successes to activate. Giants roll Generation or less on d6 or deactivate. Roll is -1 per 

arena distance outside the monster’s arena. 

 Fast. Spend an additional success to move an additional arena.  

 Flight or Swim. Move +1 arena a round at a cost of 2 successes, each time this is taken. 

 Grappler. Reduce a melee-ranged foe’s successes by 1 per your frame rating for free each round. 
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 Nimble. +1 initiative. Reduce penalty from arena type by 1. Wading and Cluttered count as Open, 

Submerged counts as Wading, Hemmed In counts as Cluttered. 

 Regenerate. Spend 2 successes to regain +1d towards the frame only, at will. 

 Reinforced. A feature is disabled with 4 damage, not 2. 

 Unstoppable. Targets must spend +1 success to parry attacks you make. 

 

COMBAT 
 

Starting Range. Choose one target giant. Each other combatant rolls 1d6 or 2d6 (players can choose), 

and starts that many arenas away from the giant. 

 Sneaky Monsters. Roll twice for each monster, the monster can choose the more favorable range. 

 

Arena Types. Either have all the arenas the same, allow players to alternately pick and place them, or use 

some other method. Place arenas until your battle area is big enough. You can randomize arenas. 

 1. Open. 

 2-3. Wading. Costs +1 success to use most actions. 

 4. Submerged. Costs +2 success to use most actions. 

 5. Hemmed In. Spend 1 success or take 1d6-1 wounds crashing around moving or fighting. 

 6. Cluttered. Spend 1 success or take 1d3-1 wounds crashing around moving or fighting. 

 

Combat Rounds 

 Initiative. 1d6, modified only by features. Tie goes to status quo or is re-rolled for those affected. 

 Spend Successes. The highest initiative spends successes first, with those affected by actions 

generating and spending successes as needed. 

 If one combatant attacks another, the target generates successes and has opportunity 

to defend, but cannot yet counter-attack or move etc. 

o Movement. Moving from 1 arena to another costs 1 success. 

 Terrain. Every arena with dangerous or hampering terrain that the combatant moves 

through applies its cost; moving through two areas that are “cluttered” incurs the cost 

to avoid damage, or the damage, twice. Wading applies the -1 success for each arena. 

o Combat. Successes help the combatants fight. Rolling a 5 or 6 is a success. 

 Hit. Spending 1 success more than the target hits the target, usually for 1 automatic 

damage or 3d of damage. 

 Shooting into an arena with friendlies. Randomize hits, 1 in 6 chance of 

hitting a friendly per friendly. 

 Shooting into melee. Randomize hits evenly. 

 Melee has no chance of hitting an ally. 

 Dodge. Spending 1 success to dodge or parry negates 1 success spent to hit you. 

 Damage. Spending 1 success inflicts 1 damage on the target. 

 Frame Damage. Every point of damage to the frame reduces it by 1d.  

o Example: A frame of 2 would become a 1+2d, then 1+1d, then 1, 

then 2d, then 1d, then destroyed. 

 Target Features. A target can take a hit on a feature instead of the frame. 

Attackers can aim for a feature instead of the frame. 

o A feature can take 2 damage before it is disabled. 

 Activate Feature. Some features need successes to activate them. 

 


